Rectangle and triangle
c'

A picture from dle past

ln the figure above, ABCD ts areclutgle. The point P on the

verticesl and B to form the triangle
lPB. How much of the area olthe rectansle IBCD is the
side CD isjoined to the

area ofthe triangle

IPB?

We know that

the area olthe rectangle = AB x AD

Cut the rectangle (and the triangle too)
into two. as shown below:

What about the area ofthe triangle?
To find this, let's draw the perpendicular from

It was seen in Class 7 that the area ofthe
large (dark) triangle in the figule above is
half the area of the rectangle. Do you
remember how?

PtolB.

DPC

Then the rectangle is split into two snaller
rectangles: and the triangle is split inlo t',r o
smaller triangles.

Then we can see that
area ofthe triangle

!

= 2- ^,ta ^

We can also see that
area ofthe triangl e

po

PQ=AD (How?). Thus we find

- L xABxAD
= halfthe area ofthe rectangle

Each of the small triangles is half the
corresponding rectangle (Why?). So, the
large triangle fomed by joining them is
also half the large rectangle fomed by
the two smaller rectangles.

So, wherever be the point P on CD, the area ofthe triangle

IPB

is

halfthe area ofthe rectansle ABCD.

Parallelogram problem

ifwe have
ofa rectangle?

In the figure seen earlier, what
a parallelogram instead

Here are some problems based on these pictures:
Is the area ofthe triangle,

.

halfthat ofthe

parallelogram?

ofthe

rectangle, where must be the point P?

.

perpendicular
from the top vertex ofthe triangle, draw
a line parallel to the left and right sides of
the parallelogram and see:
Here, instead of drawing

To get an isosceles tdangle olarea halfthat

a

If L4BP

is lo be right, where must be the position

ofP?

.

If IAPB isto be right, where

must be the position

olP? (Recall that an angle in a semicircle is 90')

.

Can we draw atriangle as in the last question in any
rectangle?

Unchanging area
We have seen how we can draw triangles of the same areas
in

a

D

rectangle.

C

Suppose we slide the point P out ofthe rectangle?
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Another half

What is the area of LAPB?
Let's draw

a

peryendicular to

lB,

extended

a

bit.

We saw that in a picture like the one
above, the area of the triangle is half
that of the parallelogram.

What if we draw the triangle like this?

Thearea

ol LAPB

II

-;

x AB

" PQ- ;', AB'

Thus inthis case alro, th-" u..u of th"

AD

t.i-'gl. i, hulf th. *"u

ofthe rectangle.
So, in the picture below, the meas of thett:rangles AP B, AQB,

ARB, ASB are all equal. (Halfthe

ar ea

of rectangle ABCD)

It's also halfthe parallelogram, isn't it?

Now how about doing away with the rectangle?
First draw

a

linelB

and then a line parallel to it.

Now whatever points we choose on the top line, the triangles
formed byjoining these points withl and B would have the
same area, dght?

This we can state briefly

$

Parallelogram and rectangle

'un

picture below are between a pair of

follows:

friorgl", with the sdme

,vrme parallels

it'

The rectangle and parallelogram in the
parallellines.

..

as

base

and berween the

are oJ equal area.

Let's look at some applications ofthis theorem:

.

Can we draw a triangle with the same area as the
triangle

IBC

shown below, but with the angle

at

l,

a

right angle?

Also, their top (and bottom) sides are

of

the same length.
To see that they have the same area, we
need only cut out a triangle from the left
ofthe parallelogram and attach it to the
right, as shown below:

If we draw a line parallel to lB though C, then by joining
any point P on this line to I and B, we get a tr iangle APB
whose area is equal to the area ofth e triutgle ABC.

IIaven't we seen this cut and paste
method of comparing areas in Class 7
also?

In other words, to draw a triangle with base
area equal to that ofthe triangle

lBC,

lB

and

with

the third vertex can be

chosen an).where on the top line ofthe figure above.

right angle atl. So,
the third vertex must also be on the perpendicu,lar to AB
The hiangle we want must also have
through

,1i"1

l.

a

Now we can draw the required triangle

:

DC
Rising, rising
Look

ln the picture above, if we want
area as that of the triangle

lBC,

a

:

triangle of the same

but with

a

right angle

at B, then we need only draw the perpendicular to

through B instead. How do we draw
same area as that

at this parallelogram

a

lB

triangle ofthe

olthe triangle l-BC and with a right

Can

it

made into a rectangle as before?

Why not?
Let's try

different method. Cut it along
the diagonal to make two triangles. Shift
the triangle on the left to the right.

angle at C?

Look atthis figure:

a

It has risen a bit; but it is still not a
rectangle. Let's cut along the diagonal
and shift the left triangle to the right.
If we draw

a

line parallel to BC throughl, then for any point

P on this line, ABPC would have the same area as that

of

LABC,ight2
So, to get a triangle like this with a right angle at C, we need

only draw the perpendicular to BC through C and cut the
first line.

1f .,:'il
Now we can cut as in the first example
and make a rectangle.

M,,.
Thus any parallelogram can be converted

to a rectangle with the same base and
equal height by cutting and pasting.

Now try these problems on your own:

.

DrawMBCwithAB

= 4 cm, BC

6 cm. Draw an isosceles triangle

one side

.

:

5 cm, and

CA-

ofthe same area with

aslB itself.

Draw MBC as in the first problem. Draw a triangle
ofthe same area with two of its sides 6 centimetres
and 7 centimetres.

.
Area of

p

arallelogra.ms

Draw MBC, wtth AB = 5 cm, BC = 7 cm and
ZABC : 60" . Draw a triangle of the same area with
one side

The two parallelograms shown below are

between a pair ofparallel lines. And their

top and bottom sides are equal.

.

Draw

dslB

and the angle at B equal to 30o.

circle and a triangle as in the figure below.
One vertex ofthe triangle is at the centre ofthe circle
and the other two veftices are on the circle.
a

Are their areas equal?

Can't we transform them to rectangles
ofthe same length and breadth?

triangle of the same area with all thee
vertices on the circle?

How do we draw

a

Quadrilateral and triangle
Remember how we compute the area of

i.*L

i'ir::i

a

quadrilateral?

Draw

a

diagonal and divide it into two triangles, right?

Areas of triangles

So, we need only find out the areas ofthese two triangles

The two triangles shown below are
between a pair ofparallel lines; and their
bottom sides are ofthe same length.

and add.

There's another method: suppose we are able to transform
the triangle BDC without altering its area, as shown below?

What can we say about their areas?
Each triangle can be seen as

half

a

parallelogram:

Then the area ofthe quadrilateral LBCD is the sum ofthe

ofthe triangles ABD and BED; that is the area ofthe
la4et:iangle ADE.

areas

Let's

see

how we can realise this wish. We know that the

will not change, ifwe slide the vertex
C along the line parallel to BD through C; so the area ofthe
quadilateral ABC D will also not change.
mea ofthe triangle BDC

And these parallelograms have equal
areas. So, what about the triangles?

i7s

In other words, the triangles BCD and BPD in the figure
above have equal areas; and so the quadrilaterals IBCD

Trapezium and triangle

andlBPD

To compute the area ofa trapezium, we

have to measure three lengths; to
compute the area of a triangle, we need
measure only two lengths.

also have equal areas.

Now suppose we draw the triangle ,BDE with the third vertex

E as the point where the parallel through C

and

AB

(extended) meet?

Can we transform a trapezium to

a

triangle ofthe same area? Look at this
picture:

Draw a line from the top left vertex
the trapezium to the midpoint ofthe

of

right

side.

So, what are the steps to transform the quadrilateral ,4,BCD

to the triangle

IDE

of the same area?

First draw the diag onal BD.

Now cut out a triangle flom the top of
the trapezium and shift it to the bottom
as shown helow.

Draw the line through C, parallel to this diagonal and let

cfiABaIE

Can you explain this procedure using
congruency of triangles?

'l

tt"

ii,*,

it

Similarly. can you draw such a triangle by drawing ihe line
through D, parallel to the diagonal

lC?

How many triangles?
Look at these pictures:

And try these problems also:

.

Draw a quadrilateral with measures

as given

below:

5cm

Draw

.

a

triangle of equal area ard compute its area.

Draw the quadriiateral ABCD wilh AB : 8.5 cm,
BC - 4.5 cm,CD:5 cm, DA:6 cm, BD:7.5 cm.
Compute its area by drawing a triangle ofequal area.

a

quadrilateral, we can transform any polygon to a

triangle ofthe same area. For example, look

to the triangle
The

IBCD

is transformed

IDE of equal area.

sidelD ofthe quadrilateral

is also

ofthe triangle. Can you similarly
draw triangles ofequal area, sharing the
other sides ofthe quadrilateral?
a side

Polygons and triangles
As with

The quadrilateral

at this pentagon.

How many triangles can be drawn,
sharing each side ofthe quadrilateral?

i7r

We can split it into

a

quadrilateral and

a

triangle by j oining a

vertex to another vertex skipping the one near it.

Boundary problem
The picture below shows in different
colours, the shapes of the compounds
owned by two persons.

lB

Now by sliding the vertex C parallel to BD, till it reaches
extended, we can tansform the triangle BDC to the triangle

BDFofequal

area.

A.BF
Thus the pentagonlBCDZ is transfomed to the quadrilateral

Can you make the boundary straight,
without altering the areas?

AFDE of equal area.

The answer is given at the end of the
lesson. Before taking a peek, think a little.

Now we can trarsform this quadrilateral to a triangle without
altering the area,

as

before.

Cut and paste

If a figure drawn on paper is cut into
pieces and re-assembled into another

G

shape, the area does not change. We may

not always get such a cut and paste

Let's look at all our steps at one glance:

method from a process oftransformation

D

which keeps the area the same.
For example. the method oltransforming

a quadrilateral to a triangle without
change in area which we have discussed,

does not give a method to cut a paper
quadrilateral into pieces and paste them
back into a triangle.

Many web-sites discuss various cut and
paste techniques. Some such sites are
listed in the web-page
wwrv.cs.ourdue.edu/homes/ gnflbooU
webdiss.hrml

We only drew the line through C, parallel to BD and the line

through E, parall el lo AD, ro cut AB at F and G; that's all.

Now

a small

job foryou:

Draw a regular pentagon and draw as above,

a

triangle of

equal area.
Does this triangle have any speciality?
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Area of triangles again
How do we find the area ofa polygon?
We can cut into triangles in some way and add up the areas

ofthese triangles.

Boundary problem-answer

Or we can transform it into a triangle of equal area.

Either way, we have to finally compute the area of

a

triangle;

and for this, we have to know the length ofone side and the

altitude from that line.
the dimersions of a triangle are specified by the length
'ally,
of its three sides. How do we compute the areausing them?

Us'

There is amethod. We explain it through an example.
We want to hnd the area of atriangle with sides 4 metres, 5

metres and 7 metres. For that, we do the following
computations:

.

Calculate the perimeter ofthe triangle

4+5+7=16metre

.

Take its

half

16

,) - 6

Sl"uUtract

metre

t}" t"rlgth ofeach side from this

8-4 =4 metre
8-5 =3 metre
8-7 = 1 metre
Multiply togethel halfthe perimeter and the numbers
got by subtracting the lengths ofsides

8x4 x3x 1=96
Take its square root

lq:1f6,5

=4Je

'fhe area olthe triangle is 4./6 square metres. Using a
calculator or computer, we can find this as approximately

801

9.8 square metres.

':

These steps can be condensed into an algebraic formula. Let

a, &, c be the lengths ofthe sides ofatriangle; and let

s

be

halfthe perimeter (semi-perimeter). That is,

a+b+c
On subtracting the lengths ofthe sides from this, we get
s - a, s - b, s - c. And their product is

(s-a)(s-D)(s-c)
So, by what we have said above, the area ofthe triangle is

s(s-a)(s-D)(s-c)

For an equilateral triangle whose sides
are all of length x, the perimeter is 3r

It is ca\Ied Heron's Formula.
Can you compute the area of a triangle of sides 10, 12 and
15 centimetres?

_. .

.

and halt ot rt rs

l

-x.
2

Subtracting the length of any side from

Making a formula

this. r,re get

For those who are interesGd in knowing how Heron's formula
is actually obtained, we give the details below:

t1

_r-r-:x

)

So. using

Heron's Formula, the area of the triangle
is

Let us start by taking the lengths ofthe sides ofthe triangle as

a, b,

Equilateral triangle

c.

3ll1
tx irx-tf
2222

x-t

[l

{*'

J:
4

Remember how we found the same thing
by another method inthe lesson Irrational
numbers?

If we take the altitude through

.t

mangle rs

t dh

I

as ft, then the area

ofthe

A

811

Nowto find ft, considerthe right angled triangles
ADB and ADC.Wehave

BD-

J'7

CD=

\tF V

((a +
= (a + c+ b)

rtlb' h' + ,lc'-h' =a
/z

use the factorisation

c)'-

(.a

+

b')

c-

- (a-

c)'z)

a

c) (b

b) (b +

-

a+ c)

,., (a+b-c)(t*, o)(atc b){a+b-c)
4d
Nowwriting

from this?

n' =a-

(b'?

Thrs

a+b+c

Let's wdte this equation as

.tF

ofa difference ofsquares

once again, we can write this as

by Py.thagoras Theorem. Since BD + CD =
BC = a, we get

How do we find

Ifwe

),

,[j-,;

and take squares to get

=(a- ^[;_,;12

b2-h2
-- a2 + (c2

-

h2)

-

2a

^{; -,;

s

Simplifiing this, we find

2a^{; -07 =

a2

-

-b

=

a+b+c

b+c-a

2

z

a+b+c
2

-b

a+c-b
2

a+b-c

a+b+c

b2+ cz

=

2

From this, we get
I 2 ,2
+c: r2
Id
c -rr - | -D,"
\ 1^ )
I

h2=

|

which gives

- a)x2(s - b)x2(s - c)
4a2

_ 4s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c)
-2

b'*r')'
h2= c2 - lo'
.1)
4ac

l2

b'

14

+

.2

h--

"')t
and

The numerator ofthis fraction is the difference

difference. we get

-

1ia' + cr -

2ac1

= ((a + c)2 -

b2

+ c2\(2ac

-

b21(b'r

b'))) (b'z

-

(a2

-

b2

- (d'+ c'

- (a- c)'z)
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r.ii

+

c2))

2ac))

a

s(s

-

a)(s

-

6)(s

-c)

finally

of

squares. Writing it as the product of sum and

(2ac + (a2

a

From this, we find

4a2

wo

2s x 2(s

area

ofthe triangls

l

= 7ah
z
s(.s

-4)(s - 6xs -c)

